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[Answer erly tw{} questions from Group-.d and any three questions frorn Grcrip-B: Separate
ailswer script must be used for Group-A and Group_Bl

Group-A

Defi ne Clipping. Explain viewiag transfcrmation.

Describe the two phases of the Cohen-Sutherlancl algorithm for line clipping.
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Find the region codes_for end poinr A(5,2); B(3,g), c{-1,2) andD{2,4). Then, clip rhe line
segments AB and CD using the Cohen-Sutherland algorithrn. {Assurue X*i,t:1, X*,,,.-5.V I v 1ramin 1,1m6---/,/

Defi ne instance transformation, c ompo site h-ans fo.,ation.
Find the transformation for mirror reflection with respect to the xy plane.

Let.9, : I!:"::\Lntz-a-rrd S., - 
wmax-vY^in

^ WX*o*-WXmin*'* "Y WYnyas-WTli*

Now express windor't'to-viewport mapping in the form ot'a composite transtbrmation matrix.

3 a) Differentiate between convex and concave polygon.
b) Explain the Sutherland-Hodgeman algorithrn for clipping polygon,

c) Find the normalization transformation that rnaps a windoiv whose lorver left coi,er is at (0,0)
and lpper right comer is at (4,3 ) onto a viewport that is rhe entire narrnaitzed device scieen.
So that aspect ratros are preserved.

d) Describe the rotation of 3D objects.
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Groun-B

4 a) Define Projection. Describe the anomalies of perspective projection.

b) Wnte four properties of isomefric prolection.
e) The rectangle ABCD is projected onto XY plane and the coordinates are 4.(0.0,01- B( 1" 1,1i,

C(1,1,0), D(0,i,0). Find the projected image using the standard perspective projection of-a
rectangle with (i) d-3 where d is the distance from the view plane.

Expiain the advantages and disadv-antages of tl're wireframe modei.

Explain the depth value for the 3D object. \ &y it is so rmportant in the hidden surface
algorithm?
What two steps are required to determine whether any given points Pt{xr,!t, zt) obscures

another paint P2(x2,!2, zz)?

Describe the basic characteristics of light.

b) Describe the Phong model.

c) Differentiate between Local Illumination Model and a Global lllumination Model.

d) If a point Pr on line 5 has an RGB color (1,0.5,0) and point p2 on line 15 has an RGB color

(A.2,0.5,A.6), what is the color for line 8.

7 .a) What is ray hacing? A ray is represented by r(t):s+td where s:2I-J-3K and d:1+2K. Find the

coordinates of the pornts on the ray that corresponds to F0,l and 3 respectively.

Lines in hvo-dimensional space can be represented b.v either the algebraic equation y:mx+b
b) or the paramefiic vector equation L(t):sitd, where -co(t(*oo. For s:I+J *d d:i-J, find the

. equivalent algebraic representation.

c) What is the difference between a vector and a ray? Describe the recursive ray tracer.
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